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Rix & Co. Rocking Horses - 2019 

From our workshop in Staffordshire we use traditional wood carving techniques 
to produce all our rocking horses. We pride ourselves on the quality of  our carving 
and paint finish which gives every horse realism and endearing character. We are 
happy to accommodate any bespoke requests, just call Pete or Anna to discuss your 
requirements on 07977 129596.
www.rixand.co 
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‘Athelstan’ Platinum Edition Unicorn

This beautiful horse is mounted on a solid oak stand and represents 
the finest of  British craftsmanship. With hand made grey and 
pink tack, fusion mineral paint, pearlescent finish with platinum 
leaf  hooves and horn this really is a horse like no other. A magical 
masterpiece for young and old!

From: £3650
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‘Harold’ Oak Horse & Stand

‘Harold’ is made of  the finest British Oak and only his points have 
been painted to emphasise the true beauty of  the grain. With dark 
brown leather tack and black saddle blanket this horse is a truly 
beautiful interior piece. He really is the perfect modern day antique.

From: £4280
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‘Elizabeth’ Oak Bow Rocker

For a more traditional rocking horse we have created this stunning 
Oak Bow Rocker and atop is mounted our light dapple horse, 
finished with light brown tack and brass metal fixtures. A 
connoisseurs rocking horse made to the highest, exacting standards 
from the finest materials.

From: £3500
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‘Alfred’ 23ct Gold Edition Unicorn

This beautiful unicorn is painted in pearlescent glittering paint 
with 24ct gold leaf  hooves and horn. He really does glitter! He is 
mounted on a solid oak stand with spiral twisted pillars, a real cut 
above the rest. Let ‘Alfred’ cast his spell on you!

From: £3500
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‘Mary’ Traditional Dapple

A timeless dapple grey rocking horse sporting handmade light brown 
leather bridle and saddle. Mounted on a waxed pine safety stand. If  
you are wanting a traditional look this is the rocking horse for you, 
we have created a subtle and delicate paint finish to compliment the 
fine wood carving. 

From: £2450 
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‘Edward’ Dark Dapple

A modern twist on the traditional dapple finish. Our Steel grey 
rocking horse ‘Edward’ has been created for those who want 
something a little different. Hand stitched black tack, grey hair and 
loose saddle blankets produce a true stunner.

From: £2450 
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‘William’ Bespoke Finish

At Rix & Co. we are often asked to craft customers horses, past and 
present and we are delighted to produce a horse to your specifications, 
from paint finish and custom tack, the results speak for themselves. 

From: £3450 
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‘Edgar’ Special Edition

This special edition rocking horse has everything that a modern 
highwayman or women might need. Hand stitched woollen numnah, 
roll blanket and bridle. All black tack with silver metalwork all on a 
beautiful oak stand and to top it off a replica flintlock pistol! Made 
for children and big children in mind!

From £3150



Craftsmanship

Rix & Co. was founded in 2015 by husband and wife team Pete and Anna Rix. Pete has a 
commercial background in design and has been carving since the age of  14. Over the years Pete 
has developed his skills of  sculpture and traditional woodcarving and in doing so has developed a 
true passion for these wonderful and timeless toys. The preservation and development of  traditional 
craftsmanship is something close to Pete & Anna’s heart, and maintaining the craft of  the Rocking 
Horse maker is something they feel honoured to be a part of. Anna heads up the finishing department 
and is responsible for the beautiful paint finishes and tack produced on each masterpiece. 
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